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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, September 23, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWZ4 534^4 S -2^2 4621 37904 +62 Basis (Z): +90/+120 +75/+95 +210/+230 +600/+615 

MWH5 549^6 S -1^6 1354 16105 +904 Info:  bid/bid cars/cars cars/cars cars/nom 

MWK5 560^2 S -2^0 204 5468 +132 Change: up 15/up 45 unch/dn 10 up 10/dn 30 up 25/unch 

MWN5 571^2 S -1^2 351 3103 +174 Mpls Truck: -70  +30 +55 

MWU5 582^4 S -1^6 82 1491 +59 Portland (Z) Sep Oct Nov Dec 

MWZ5 600^0 S -1^6 63 945 +61 14%proBasis  +200/+325 +230/+325 +230/+325 +230/+325 

Totals:   6,675 65,135 +1394  dn 10/unch dn 10/unch dn 10/unch dn 10/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,782 Options: 5 

Receipts on the Floor:   
338 cars and 5 trains 

Implied option vols: 
Z: +19%, H,K:17.5% 

13% pro springs continue to weaken and are now trading at the 
equivalent of about option price into Duluth. High pro is holding big 
premiums. PNW dn 5 with little trade, mostly +263 MWZ for 14% 

Commentary: 
Corn and soybeans fell to new contract lows. Yield reports for corn and beans continue to come in 
effusively positive and funds are aggressive sellers ahead of anticipated harvest pressure. Open 
interest rose sharply this morning following yesterday’s trade to new lows with Chicago wheat up 
15,000 and corn and soybeans each up 10,000.  
 
Managed money is extending their short trade in wheat and we estimate the position now at a new all 
time historical record, likely net short 75,000-80,000 contracts. The trade has quickly discounted the 
single cargo of SRW sold to Egypt’s GASC but we caution that SRW cash is trading above delivery 
value. SRW spreads will likely have to narrow in Oct/Nov as funds roll this position forward. Chicago 
wheat is beginning to act a little more two-sided with multiple intraday pushes to trade higher this week. 
Still, fund selling is heavy across all commodities as trend followers add to long USD correlated trades.  
 
Spring wheat continues to weaken on a relative basis. Spring wheat harvest is winding down this week 
in ND and MT but going full bore in Canada. We expect spring wheat production to rise +/- 20 million 
bushels in next week’s Small Grains Summary and for the October WASDE report to show ending 
stocks rising to near 250 million bushels, which would be the highest carryout since 1991. Duluth stocks 
continue to rise and were up over 2 million bushels this week to 16 million, in line with year-ago levels. 
Deliveries are likely against MWZ and calendar spreads should remain under pressure.  
 
Both MWZ-WZ and MWZ-KWZ intermarket spreads closed below their key support/consolidation levels 
of 60 in MW-W and -25 in MW-KW. MWZ/WZ fell 1 ½ cents to close at 58 ½ and MWZ/KWZ fell 4 cents 
to close at -27 ½.  
 
Flat price seems like it is getting overdone to the downside and due for a corrective bounce in wheat, 
but corn and soybean harvest is just getting underway. Any flat price rally in wheat would be negative 
for MW intermarket and calendar spreads as we anticipate heavy farmer selling on rallies, and funds 
remain net long in MW vs. neutral in KC and at or near record short in W.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


